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Abstract

We propose FINET, a system for detect-
ing the types of named entities in short
inputs—such as sentences or tweets—with
respect to WordNet’s super fine-grained
type system. FINET generates candidate
types using a sequence of multiple extrac-
tors, ranging from explicitly mentioned
types to implicit types, and subsequently
selects the most appropriate using ideas
from word-sense disambiguation. FINET
combats data scarcity and noise from ex-
isting systems: It does not rely on supervi-
sion in its extractors and generates training
data for type selection from WordNet and
other resources. FINET supports the most
fine-grained type system so far, includ-
ing types with no annotated training data.
Our experiments indicate that FINET out-
performs state-of-the-art methods in terms
of recall, precision, and granularity of ex-
tracted types.

1 Introduction

Named entity typing (NET) is the task of detecting
the type(s) of a named entity in context. For in-
stance, given “John plays guitar on the stage”, our
goal is to infer that “John” is a guitarist or a mu-
sician and a person. We propose FINET, a system
for detecting the types of named entities in short
inputs—such as sentences or tweets—with respect
to WordNet’s super fine-grained type system (16k
types of organizations, persons and locations).

Named entity typing is a fundamental building
block for many natural-language processing tasks.
NET is at the heart of information extraction meth-
ods for finding types for entities in a knowledge

base1 (KB) (Mitchell et al., 2015). Likewise, NET
aids named entity disambiguation by reducing the
candidate space for a given entity mention. Entity
types are an important resource for entity-based
retrieval or aggregation tasks, such as semantic
search (Hoffart et al., 2014) or question answer-
ing (Yahya et al., 2013). Finally, type information
helps to increase the semantic content of syntactic
patterns (Nakashole et al., 2012) or in open infor-
mation extraction (Lin et al., 2012).

The extraction of explicit types has been studied
in the literature, most prominently in the context
of taxonomy induction (Snow et al., 2006). Ex-
plicit types occur, for example, in phrases such as
“Steinmeier, the German Foreign Minister, [...]”
or “Foreign Minister Steinmeier.” These explicit
types are often extracted via patterns, such as the
well-known Hearst patterns (Hearst, 1992), and
subsequently integrated into a taxonomy. Pattern-
based methods often have high precision but low
recall: Types are usually mentioned when a named
entity is introduced or expected to be unknown to
readers, but often are not explicitly stated. The
NET problem differs from taxonomy induction in
that (1) the type system is prespecified, (2) types
are disambiguated, and (3) types are associated
with each occurrence of named entity in context.

Our FINET system makes use of explicit type
extractions whenever possible. But even when
types are not explicitly mentioned, sentences may
give clues to the correct type. These clues range
from almost explicit to highly implicit. For exam-
ple, in “John plays soccer”, the type soccer player
is almost explicit. The sentence “Pavano never
even made it to the mound,” however, only implic-
itly indicates that “Pavano” is a baseball player. A

1In this paper, we refer to WordNet as a type system and
to a collection of entities and their types as a KB.
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key challenge in NET is to extract such implicit,
context-aware types to improve recall.

One way to extract implicit types is by training
a supervised extractor on labeled data, in which
each entity is annotated with appropriate types.
The key problem of this approach is that training
data is scarce; this scarcity is amplified for fine-
grained type systems. To address this problem,
many existing systems generate training data by
exploiting KBs as a resource (Yosef et al., 2012).
A popular approach is to train an extractor on a
corpus of sentences (e.g., on Wikipedia), in which
each named entity is associated with all its types in
a KB. The key problem with such an approach is
that the so-obtained type information is oblivious
to the context in which the entity was mentioned.
For example, in the sentences “Klitschko is known
for his powerful punches” and “Klitschko is the
Mayor of Kiew,” “Klitschko” will be associated
with all its types, e.g., boxer, politician and mayor.
As a consequence, the labels in the training data
can be misleading and negatively affect the ex-
tractors. Moreover, such learned extractors are of-
ten biased towards prominent types but perform
poorly on infrequent types, and they are generally
problematic when types are correlated (e.g., most
presidents are also graduates and authors).

FINET addresses the above problems by first
generating a set of type candidates using multiple
extractors and then selecting the most appropriate
type(s). To generate candidates, we make use of a
sequence of extractors that range from explicit to
highly implicit. Implicit extractors are only used
when more explicit extractors fail to produce a
good type. Our extractors are based on patterns,
mention text, and verbal phrases. To additionally
extract highly implicit types, we use word vec-
tors (Mikolov et al., 2013) trained on a large unla-
beled corpus to determine the types of similar enti-
ties that appear in similar contexts. This extractor
is comparable to KB methods discussed above, but
is unsupervised, and takes as candidates the types
frequent within the related entities and contexts.

After type candidates have been generated, the
final step of FINET selects the types that best fit
the context. In this step, we leverage previous
work on word sense disambiguation (WSD) and
resources such as WordNet glosses, and, if avail-
able, manually annotated training data.

FINET leverages ideas from existing systems
and extends them by (1) handling short inputs (2)
supporting a very fine-grained type hierarchy, and

Extractor Stopping Condition

Pattern-based (final) Always stop
Pattern-based (non-final) KB-lookup
Mention-based KB-lookup
Verb-based KB-lookup
Corpus-based > 50% of score in 6 10 types

Table 1: Extractors and their stopping conditions

(3) producing types that focus on the entity con-
text. Existing systems are unable to extract more
than a couple of hundred types. Hyena (Yosef et
al., 2012), the system with the most fine-grained
type system so far, focuses only on a subset of
505 types from WordNet. Hyena lacks important
types such as president or businessman, and in-
cludes soccer player but not tennis player. Instead
of restricting types, FINET operates on the the en-
tire WordNet hierarchy with more than 16k types
for persons, organizations, and locations.

We evaluated FINET on a number of real-world
datasets. Our results indicate that FINET signifi-
cantly outperforms previous methods.

2 Candidate Generation

In this phase, we collect candidate types for each
entity. We first preprocess the input (Sec. 2.1) and
then apply a (i) pattern-based extractor (Sec. 2.2),
(ii) a mention-based extractor (Sec. 2.4), (iii) a
verb-based extractor (Sec. 2.5), and (iv) a corpus-
based extractor (Sec. 2.6). The extractors are or-
dered by decreasing degree of explicitness.

Each extractor has a stopping condition, which
we check whenever the extractor produced at least
one type. When the stopping condition is met, we
directly proceed to the type selection phase. The
reasoning behind this approach is to bias FINET
towards the most explicit types. When the con-
dition is not met, we enrich the set of candidate
types of the extractor with their hypernyms; we
expect types to be overly specific and want to al-
low the selection phase to be able to select a more
general type. We then also run subsequent extrac-
tors. Tab. 1 displays a summary of the extractors
and stopping conditions.

All so-found type candidates are passed to the
candidate selection phase (Sec. 3).

2.1 Preprocessing

Preprocessing consists of 5 steps: (i) dependency
parsing (Socher et al., 2013); (ii) co-reference (Re-
casens et al., 2013); (iii) named entity recogni-
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tion (NER) (Finkel et al., 2005) with the detection
of coarse-grained types (i.e., person, organization,
location); (iv) clause identification (Del Corro and
Gemulla, 2013); (v) word and multi-word expres-
sion recognition (Del Corro et al., 2014).

FINET restricts its candidates to the hyponmys
of the coarse-grained (CG) type of the NER sys-
tem. Named entities with the same CG type in
a coordinating relation (e.g., “Messi and Ronaldo
are soccer players”) and identical mentions share
the candidate set; the latter is reasonable in short
input.

FINET extractors operate either on the sentence
or the clause level. A clause is a part of a sen-
tence that expresses a statement and is thus a suit-
able unit for automatic text processing (Del Corro
and Gemulla, 2013). Finally, we identify multi-
word explicit type mentions such as Prime Minis-
ter or Secretary of Housing and Urban Develop-
ment (Del Corro et al., 2014).

2.2 Pattern-based extractor

Our pattern-based extractor targets explicit type
mentions. These are commonly used to intro-
duce entities when they first appear (“US Presi-
dent Barack Obama”) or when their mention does
not refer to the most prominent entity (“Barack
Obama, father of the US President”). Following
previous work (Hearst, 1992), we use a set of pat-
terns to look for expressions that may refer named
entity types. We refer to those expressions as lex-
ical types (e.g., “father”). Once lexical types have
been identified, we collect as candidate types the
WordNet synsets to which they refer (e.g., 〈father-
1〉, . . . , 〈father-8〉, the eight senses of “father”).

Our extractor makes use of both syntactic pat-
terns, which operate on the dependency parse, and
regular expression patterns, which operate on the
text. Syntactic patterns are preferable in that they
do not rely on continuous chunks of text and can
skip non-relevant information. However, mistakes
in the dependency parse may lower recall. To cope
with this, we additionally include regular expres-
sions for some syntactic patterns. Fig. 1 shows
an example of a syntactic pattern and a related
regular-expression pattern. Both produce lexical
type “president” from “Barack Obama, president
of the US,” but only the syntactic pattern applies
to “Barack Obama, the current US president.”

Tab. 2 gives an overview of our patterns. Most
of them also have a symmetric version (e.g., “The
president, Barack Obama” and “Barack Obama,

NAMED ENTITY , (modifier) NOUN (modifier) ,

appos
mod mod

(a) A syntactic pattern

NAMED ENTITY , NOUN

(b) A regular expression pattern

Figure 1: Patterns capturing appositions

Pattern Example

Final patterns
Hearst I {Presidents} such as [Obama] (and) [Bush]
Hearst II {Presidents} like [Obama] (and) [Bush]
Hearst III Obama (and) other {presidents}
Hearst IV {Presidents} including [Obama] (and) [Bush]
Apposition [Obama], (the) {president}
Copular [Obama] is (the) {president}
Noun modifier {President} [Barack Obama]
Among [Joe Biden] among (other) {vice presidents}
Enough [Messi] is enough (of) a {player}
As [Messi] as {player}
Non-final patterns
Location {City} of [London]
Poss. + transf. [Shakespeare]’s {productions}
by-prep + transf. {productions} by [Shakespeare]

Table 2: Patterns for explicit type extraction

the president”), which is not displayed. We divide
our patterns into final and non-final. Final patterns
generally have high precision and extract the lexi-
cal type exactly as it occurs. When a final pattern
produces a lexical type, we add the correspond-
ing types to the candidate set and go directly to
the type selection phase, i.e., we do not consider
any other extractor. For non-final patterns, how-
ever, we expect erroneous extractions and proceed
differently; we perform a KB lookup for all lex-
ical types. The KB lookup (described in the next
section) both prunes and expands the candidate set
using a KB, and acts as a stopping condition. (FI-
NET can also be run without using KB lookups.)

We treat a pattern as non-final if it may or may
not denote a lexical type (e.g. “the president of
Argentina” vs. “the city of Buenos Aires”) or if
a verb-noun transformation is required to obtain
the lexical type (e.g. “Shakespeare’s productions”
to “producer”). To perform the transformations,
we use WordNet’s derivationally related forms,
which connect semantically related morphologi-
cal variations of verbs and nouns. For instance,
the noun “production” is connected to the verb
“produce,” which in turn is connected to the noun
“producer”. These variations can be exploited to
extract explicit types. We treat such transforma-
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tions as non-final because we may make mistakes.
Moreover, WordNet is highly incomplete in terms
of derivational forms. For instance, we may not
be able to reach all the possible senses for “pro-
ducer” from “production,” and from “works” in
“works by Schumann”, we cannot reach “musi-
cian” or “artist,” but we reach “worker” and there
is no synset of “worker” that specifically denotes
an artist.

2.3 Exploiting a knowledge base

Most of our extractors (optionally) leverage a
knowledge base to (1) prune candidate types, (2)
find additional candidates, and (3) decide whether
to consider subsequent extractors. To do so, we
extract from a KB a repository of (entity men-
tion, type)-pairs.2 We use the KB conservatively,
i.e., we consider KB evidence only if the extracted
types match the ones in the KB.

The KB is leveraged via a KB lookup. Each KB
lookup takes as input an entity mention e and a set
T of candidate types found by the extractor (lexi-
cal or disambiguated). We first replace each lexi-
cal type in T by the set of the corresponding types
from WordNet. Afterwards, for each type t ∈ T ,
we check whether there is one or more matching
types (e, tKB) in the KB for the given mention.
Type tKB matches t if it is either identical, a hy-
pernym, or a hyponym of t. For each match, the
KB lookup outputs t. If tKB is a hyponym of t, we
additionally output tKB , that is, a type more spe-
cific than the one found by the extractor. We leave
the decision of whether t or tKB is a more suit-
able type to the type selection phase. For example,
for e = “Messi” and t = 〈player-1〉, we output
〈player-1〉 and 〈soccer player-1〉 (a hyponym).

The KB lookup is successful if it outputs at least
one type. Then we add the resulting types to the
candidate set and go directly to the type selection
phase. A KB lookup fails if no matching type
was found. We then proceed differently: if a KB
lookup fails, we add the complete set T to the can-
didate set and continue to the next extractor.

As mentioned above, FINET can also be run
without any KB lookups; the corresponding ex-
tractors then do not have a stopping condition. In
Sec. 4, we experimented with both variants and
found that KB lookups generally helped.

2We used Yago2 (Hoffart et al., 2013). Our repository
contained roughly 9M entity mentions and 20M pairs.

2.4 Mention-based extractor
Our second extractor aims to extract type candi-
dates from the entity mention. This is particu-
larly effective for organizations, which often con-
tain the lexical type in their name (e.g., “Johnson
& Wales University” or “Republican House”).

Given an entity mention, we check if any of the
words or expressions in the name corresponds to
a lexical type in WordNet. If so, we consider the
corresponding types as potential candidates. For
instance, for “Imperial College London”, we ex-
tract “college” and obtain types 〈college-1〉 and
〈college-2〉 (both matching the CG type) from
WordNet. We then perform a KB lookup.

We extend the above procedure for entities
tagged as location. Since the set of (named-entity)
locations is quite static and known, we assume that
the KB contains all locations and their possible
types (our experiments strengthened this assump-
tion). If a mention of a location (e.g., “Berlin”) oc-
curs in the repository, we add all the corresponding
types from the repository to the candidate set (e.g.,
〈city-1〉) and move to the type selection phase.

2.5 Verb-based extractor
Verbs have been widely exploited to determine
the types or roles of its arguments: A verb sense
imposes a restriction on the type of its argu-
ments (Quirk et al., 1985; Levin, 1993; Hanks,
1996; Baker et al., 1998; Palmer et al., 2005;
Kipper et al., 2008). For instance, from “Ted
Kennedy was elected to Congress,” we infer that
“Ted Kennedy” is a person who can be elected.
Corresponding types include 〈representative-1〉,
〈representative-2〉, or 〈politician-1〉. Our verb-
based extractor leverages this insight to extract
types. The extractor operates at the clause level.

A simple way to infer lexical types for entities
acting as subjects or objects of a clause is nomi-
nalization, i.e., the transformation of the verb into
deverbal nouns (e.g., “play” into “player”). To
exploit it, we apply a set of morphological trans-
formations to the verb (Quirk et al., 1985), which
depend on the grammatical function of the entity,
i.e., subject or object. If the entity mention acts as
a subject, we try adding the suffixes “-er,”, “-or,”
and “-ant” to the verb’s lemma. If the mention acts
as an object, we use suffixes “-ee” and “-ed”. To
obtain candidate types, we again use derivation-
ally related forms (DER). We consider as poten-
tial candidates all types referred to by one of the
deverbal nouns and connected to a sense of the
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verb via DER. For instance, given “Messi plays in
Barcelona,” we collect for “Messi” all the senses
of “player” that are connected to some sense of
“play” (〈player-1〉, 〈musician-1〉 and 〈actor-1〉).

We also explore WordNet in a way that is not
restricted to morphological variations of the verb.
For instance, in “John committed a crime,” “com-
mit” is a synonym of “perpetrate,” which in turn
can be varied to “perpetrator”. We consider the
morphological variations of all synonyms of the
verb. Moreover, if the named entity is the subject
of the clause, and if the clause contains a direct ob-
ject, we form a new lexical type by adding the di-
rect object as a noun modifier of the deverbal noun
(e.g., From “Messi plays soccer”, we form “soccer
player”). If it exists in WordNet, we consider the
respective types as potential candidates as well.

A more indirect way of exploiting the verb-type
semantic concordance is via a corpus of frequent
(verb, type)-pairs, where the type refers to possi-
ble types of the verb’s subject or object. As stated
above, the set of argument types compatible with a
verb is limited. For instance, “treat” is usually fol-
lowed by 〈condition-1〉, 〈disease-1〉, or 〈patient-
1〉. FINET, uses the corpora of Flati and Nav-
igli (2013) and Del Corro et al. (2014). Given a
verb and an entity, we search for frequent candi-
date types (depending on whether the entity acts
as a subject or object). For example, from “Messi
was treated in the hospital,” we obtain 〈patient-1〉.

Once potential candidates have been collected,
we perform a KB lookup to decide how to proceed.

2.6 Corpus-based extractor

Our final extractor leverages a large unlabeled cor-
pus to find entities that co-occur in similar con-
texts. It is based on the distributional hypothe-
sis (Sahlgren, 2008): similar entities tend to oc-
cur in similar contexts. For example, “Messi” and
“Cristiano Ronaldo” may both be mentioned in
the context of soccer. Thus entity mentions sim-
ilar to “Messi” in a sport context are likely to in-
clude soccer players. Our extractor is related to
semi-supervised KB methods in that it propagates
types of named entity mentions that may appear in
a similar context. It differs in that it is unsuper-
vised, does not require manually or automatically
generated training data, and in the way context is
modeled and candidates are generated.

Our corpus-based extractor makes use of word
vectors (Rumelhart et al., 1988) trained on a large
unlabeled corpus. A word vector is a semantic rep-

resentation of a phrase and represents the semantic
context in which the phrase occurs. Phrases that
are semantically related, and thus appear in similar
contexts, are close to each other in the word vec-
tor space. For instance, if “Messi” and “Cristiano
Ronaldo” tend to co-occur with a similar sets of
words, their word vectors are close. We also may
expect “Arnold Schwarzenegger” to be close to
both actors and politicians, since it occurs in both
contexts. In our work, we use word2vec (Mikolov
et al., 2013), which provides a model trained on
Google News to predict related words or phrases
for a query specified as a set of phrases. Given an
integer k, word2vec outputs the set of k phrases
that are most similar to the query.

Our corpus-based extractor uses (1) the input
sentence to construct a set of relevant queries and
(2) the word2vec results and a KB. To construct a
query for a given entity mention, we focus on the
part of the sentence directly related to the entity.
This relevant part consists of the clause in which
the entity occurs and the subordinate clauses that
do not contain another entity. Since word2vec is
most effective when queries are short, we con-
struct a set of small queries, each consisting of
the named entity mention and some context in-
formation. We construct a query for each noun
phrase (of length at most 2) and for each other en-
tity mention. If the named entity occurs as sub-
ject or object, we also take the corresponding verb
and the head of the object or subject. For exam-
ple, the queries for “Maradona expects to win in
South Africa” are {“Maradona”, “South Africa”}
and {“Maradona”, “expect”, “win”}.

For each query, we retrieve the 100 most re-
lated phrases with their similarity score and union
the results. We filter them using our KB and re-
tain only those phrases that correspond to entity
mentions (with the correct CG types). We then
enrich each mention by the set of their possible
types from the KB. Here we exclude widespread
but irrelevant implicit types such as 〈male-1〉,
〈female-1〉, 〈adult-1〉, 〈commoner-1〉, 〈friend-1〉,
or 〈alumnus-1〉. We also include the types cor-
responding to the entity mention (with score 1).
If there is sufficient evidence that some of the
so-obtained types are most prominent, we take
these types as candidates. In our example, query
{“Maradona” “South Africa”}, all of the top-15
persons (e.g., “Diego Maradona”, “Carlos Alberto
Parreira”, “Dunga”, “Beckenbauer”) share type
〈coach-1〉; a strong indication that Maradona may
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also be of type 〈coach-1〉. To select prominent
types we traverse the results until we collect 50%
of the total score. We take all so-collected types
as candidates. If no more than 10 different types
were added this way, we directly go to the type
selection phase.

3 Type Selection

The type selection phase selects the most appro-
priate type from the set of candidates of a given
named entity. We use techniques from WSD, but
adapt them to our setting. WSD aims to disam-
biguate a word or phrase (e.g., a noun) with re-
spect to a type system as WordNet; e.g., from
“player” to 〈player-1〉. The main difference be-
tween WSD and our type selection is that our goal
is to decide between a set of types for an entity
mention; e.g., from “Messi” to 〈soccer player-1〉.
Our type selection step can be used as-is; it is not
trained on any domain- or corpus-specific data.

3.1 Obtaining context
All WSD systems take a set of candidate types and
contextual information as input. The key chal-
lenge lies in the construction of candidate types
(Sec. 2) as well as context. For each entity, we
consider entity-oblivious context (from the input
sentence) as well as entity-specific context (using
lexical expansions).

We take all words in the sentence as entity-
oblivious context. To construct entity-specific
context, we make use of lexical expansions, which
have been successfully applied in WSD (Miller et
al., 2012). Its goal is to enrich contextual informa-
tion to boost disambiguation. In our case, it also
helps to differentiate between multiple entities in
a sentence. We build the entity-specific context
using word vectors. As in the corpus-based ex-
tractor, we construct a set of queries for the entity
but in this case we take as context all so-obtained
words that do not correspond to a named entity.
For instance, the entity-specific context for the
entity mention “Maradona” for query “Maradona
South Africa” is: “coach”, “cup”, “striker”, “mid-
fielder”, and “captain”. The full context for
“Maradona” in “Maradona expects to win in South
Africa” additionally includes the entity-oblivious
context “expects”, “win”, “South Africa”.

3.2 Selecting types
WSD systems fall into two classes: unsupervised,
which rely on background knowledge such as

WordNet (Ponzetto and Navigli, 2010), and super-
vised, which require training data (Zhong and Ng,
2010). Here we take a combination, i.e., we lever-
age WordNet and manually annotated data.

We train a Naive Bayes classifier to select the
most appropriate type given its context. We repre-
sent context by a bag of lemmatized words. This
allows us to automatically generate training data
from WordNet (and use manually labeled data).
Since WordNet provides information for each of
the relevant types, this approach combats the data
sparsity that arises with supervised systems. The
context for each individual WordNet type consists
of all words appearing in the type’s gloss and the
glosses of its neighbors (Banerjee and Pedersen,
2003). We also include for each type the neigh-
bors from Ponzetto and Navigli (2010) and the
corresponding verbs from Del Corro and Gemulla
(2013). Finally, we add all words in sentences con-
taining the type in SemCor3 (Landes et al., 1998)
and Ontonotes 5.0 (Hovy et al., 2006).

We trained one classifier per CG type. To
train the classifier, we create a single training
point for each corresponding WordNet type and
use the type’s context as features. To map the
CG types from our NER system to WordNet, we
considered as persons all descendants of 〈person-
1〉, 〈imaginary being-1〉, 〈characterization-3〉,
and 〈operator-2〉 (10584 in total); as locations
all descendants of 〈location-1〉, 〈way-1〉, and
〈landmass-1〉 (3681 in total); and as organizations
all descendants of 〈organization-1〉 and 〈social
group-1〉 (1968 in total). This approach of han-
dling CG types suffers to some extent from Word-
Net’s incompleteness, esp. with respect to persons
and organizations. For instance, phrase “spon-
sored by Coca-Cola” implies that “Coca-Cola” is
a “sponsor,” but in WordNet, only persons can be
sponsors. Nevertheless, this approach worked well
in our experiments.

4 Experiments

We conducted an experimental study on multiple
real-word datasets to compare FINET with two
state-of-the-art approaches. FINET is used as-is;
it does not require training or tuning for any spe-
cific dataset. All datasets, detected types, labels,
and our source code are publicly available.4

3http://web.eecs.umich.edu/˜mihalcea/
downloads.html

4http://dws.informatik.uni-mannheim.
de/en/resources/software/finet/
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4.1 Experimental Setup

Methods. Hyena (Yosef et al., 2012) is a repre-
sentative supervised method that uses a hierarchi-
cal classifier. Its features include the words in the
named entity mention, in sentence and paragraph,
and POS tags. It performs basic co-reference res-
olution and marks entity mentions connected to
a type in the KB using a binary feature. Sim-
ilar to Ling and Weld (2012), Hyena is trained
on Wikipedia entities, each being annotated with
its corresponding WordNet types from YAGO.
Hyena’s type system is restricted to 505 Word-
Net types with top categories 〈artifact-1〉, 〈event-
1〉, 〈person-1〉, 〈location-1〉, and 〈organization-
1〉. Hyena outperformed a number of previous sys-
tems (Fleischman and Hovy, 2002; Rahman and
Ng, 2010; Ling and Weld, 2012). We used Hyena
via its web service (Yosef et al., 2013).

Pearl (Nakashole et al., 2013) is a semi-
supervised system that leverages a repository of
300k relational patterns (Nakashole et al., 2012).
Subjects and objects of each pattern carry type
information. Pearl types named entity mentions
by the most likely type according to its pattern
database. Pearl’s type system is based on around
200 “interesting” WordNet types. We ran Pearl in
its hard setting, which performed best.

FINET. We ran FINET in two configurations:
(1) with KB lookup, (2) without the KB lookup.
This allows us to estimate the extent to which re-
ferring to a KB helps. Note that the corpus-based
extractor makes use of the KB in both settings.

Datasets. We used three different datasets rep-
resenting real-world use cases. We created two
datasets, New York Times and Twitter, and sam-
pled a subset of the CoNLL data, which provides
gold annotations for CG types. We did not con-
sider datasets such as FIGER (Ling and Weld,
2012) or BBN (Weischedel and Brunstein, 2005)
because they are not suitable for very fine-grained
typing.

New York Times consists of 500 random sen-
tences from the New York Times corpus (Sand-
haus, 2008), year 2007; we selected only sen-
tences that contained at least one named entity ac-
cording to the Stanford CoreNLP 4.4.1 tool.

CoNLL. We sampled 500 sentences from
CoNLL (Tjong Kim Sang and De Meulder, 2003),
a collection of newswires with manually annotated
entities with CG types labels. We directly used the
annotations in our evaluation. The sentences tend

to be short and sometimes non-verbal (e.g., “Jim
Grabb ( U.S. ) vs. Sandon Stolle ( Australia )”).
Most entities are prominent and likely to be found
in our KB (and the one of existing methods).

Twitter. We collected the first 100 tweets with
named entities retrieved by the Twitter API.

Type system. FINET’s type system consists of
more than 16k types with top categories persons,
locations and organizations. We used the map-
ping between these top categories and WordNet
described in Sec. 3.2. Hyena and Pearl use 505
and 200 WordNet types, resp., which is signif-
icantly smaller. To compare the performance
across different granularities, we classified each
type as coarse-grained (CG), fine-grained (FG)
or super fine-grained (SFG). The CG types were
〈artifact-1〉, 〈event-1〉, 〈person-1〉, 〈location-1〉
and 〈organization-1〉. The FG types were those
included in Pearl. All remaining types were con-
sidered SFG.

Labeling. All extractions by all systems were
independently evaluated by two labelers. We
adopted a pessimistic view, i.e., we treat an ex-
traction as correct only if it was labeled correct by
both labelers. The Cohen’s kappa measure ranged
0.54–0.86, indicating a substantial agreement.

4.2 Results

Description of Tab. 3. Our results are summa-
rized in Tab. 3. When a method did not produce
a type of the considered granularity but a more
fine-grained type, we selected its closest hyper-
nym. For each configuration, the table shows the
number of named entities for which types have
been extracted, the total number of extracted types
(more than one distinct type per named entity for
some methods), the total number of correct types,
and the precision (P ). The number of named en-
tities for which types have been found and the to-
tal number of correct extractions can be seen as a
loose measure of recall. It is difficult to estimate
recall directly for FG and SFG types since some
entities may be associated with either no or mul-
tiple such types. To gain more insight, we show
the number of correct distinct types, and the aver-
age depth (shortest path from 〈entity-1〉 in Word-
Net) for both correct FG and correct SFG types.
Finally, we list the Cohen’s kappa inter-annotator
agreement measure for each method.
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System Coarse-Grained (CG) Fine-Grained (FG) Super Fine-Grained (SFG) Distinct Avg. Depth Cohen’s

Enti- Total Correct Enti- Total Correct Enti- Total Correct types FG SFG kappa
ties types types (P) ties types types (P) ties types types (P)

New York Times (500 sentences)

FINET 992 992 872 (87.90) 616 631 457 (72.42) 319 329 233 (70.82) 191 5.96 7.25 0.60
FINET (w/o KB l.) 992 992 872 (87.90) 598 613 436 (71.13) 294 304 204 (67.11) 174 5.98 7.18 0.58
Hyena 895 1076 779 (72.40) 770 1847 522 (28.26) 518 775 160 (20.65) 127 5.79 6.98 0.74
Pearl (hard) 15 15 5 (33.33) 2 2 0 – – – (–) 1 – – 0.54

CoNLL (500 sentences)

FINET 1355 1355 1355 (1.0) 1074 1086 876 (80.66) 668 679 510 (75.11) 136 6.09 7.38 0.62
FINET (w/o KB l.) 1355 1355 1355 (1.0) 1075 1087 869 (79.94) 661 672 498 (66.13) 134 6.06 7.35 0.62
Hyena 1162 1172 1172 (1.0) 1064 2218 1329 (59.92) 719 944 268 (28.39) 103 5.89 6.57 0.69
Pearl (hard) 18 18 18 (1.0) 8 11 5 (45.45) – – – (–) 7 5.6 – 0.74

Twitter (100 tweets)

FINET 135 135 123 (91.11) 103 104 69 (66.35) 54 54 33 (61.11) 40 6.25 7.64 0.58
FINET (w/o KB l.) 135 135 123 (91.11) 104 105 65 (61.90) 56 56 30 (53.57) 40 6.14 7.6 0.55
Hyena 125 146 105 (71.91) 117 280 75 (26.79) 91 129 21 (16.28) 42 6.11 6.19 0.67
Pearl (hard) 10 10 5 (50.00) 3 4 1 (25.00) – – – (–) 3 6 – 0.86

Table 3: Summary of results

Discussion. First note that Pearl extracted sig-
nificantly fewer types than any other system. Pearl
does not support SFG. For CG and FG, we conjec-
ture that its database, which was generated from
Wikipedia, did not reflect the syntactic structure
of the sentences in our datasets. This finding
strengthens the case for the use of heterogeneous
sources in semi-supervised methods.

Hyena performed better than Pearl and in many
cases extracted the largest number of types. Hyena
tended to extract multiple types per named entity
and mostly at least one FG type. This more recall-
oriented approach, and its context-unaware use of
supervision, significantly reduced its precision.

FINET had significantly higher precision across
all settings, especially for SFG types (almost three
times more than Hyena). One reason for this is that
FINET is conservative: We provide more than one
type per named entity only if the types were ex-
plicit. In all other cases, our type selection phase
produced only a single type. FINET extracted
the largest number of correct SFG types on each
dataset. Hyena extracted more FG types, but with
a significantly lower precision. The average depth
of correct FG and SFG types in FINET was higher
than that of Pearl and Hyena. FINET also tended
to use more distinct correct types (191 in NYT
vs. 127 for Hyena). Again, this more fine-grained
typing stemmed from FINET’s use of multiple ex-
tractors, many of which do not rely on supervision.

Note that FINET also has higher precision for
CG. As stated, FINET makes use of the Stanford
NER to extract CG types (except in CoNLL, were
we used the manual labels), and respects these

types for its FG and SFG extractions. Hyena has
lower precision for CG types because it sometimes
outputs multiple CG types for a single named en-
tity. To ensure a fair comparison, for CoNLL we
indirectly used the gold labels for Pearl and Hyena
by discarding all types with an incorrect CG type.

FINET’s extractors. Tab. 4 shows individual
influence of each of FINET’s extractors in the
NYT dataset with KB lookups. The table shows
the number of entities typed by each extractor and
the precision of the resulting types after type selec-
tion. The mention-based extractor was the most
precise and also fired most often, mainly due to
locations. The pattern-based extractor also had
a good precision and tended to fire often. The
first three extractors, the more explicit ones, gen-
erated more than half of the extracted types; this
indicates that explicit type extractors are impor-
tant. There were also a substantial fraction of im-
plicit types, covered by the corpus-based extrac-
tor. The verb-based extractor had the lowest preci-
sion, mostly because of the noisiness and incom-
pleteness of its underlying resources (such as the
(verb,type)-repository). We expect overall preci-
sion to increase if this extractor is removed. How-
ever, this would hinder FINET to infer types from
verbs. Instead, we believe a better direction is to
improve the underlying resources.

Error analysis. One source of error for FINET
were incorrect CG labels. When CG labels were
correct (by Stanford NER), the precision of FI-
NET for FG types increased to more than 70% for
all datasets. When FG labels were correct, the pre-
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Last used extractor Entities P

Pattern-based 180 71.11
Mention-based 219 82.65
Verb-based 47 48.94
Corpus-based 205 64.39

Table 4: Per-extractor performance NYT

cision of SFG labels exceeded 90%.
Incompleteness of and noise in our underlying

resources also affected precision. For example,
some types in WordNet have missing hypernyms,
which reduced recall; e.g., sponsor in WordNet is a
person but cannot be an organization. WordNet is
also biased towards US types (e.g., supreme court
only refers to the US institution). Our repositories
of verbs and their argument types are incomplete
and noisy as well. Finally, errors in the KB af-
fected both KB lookups and our corpus-based ex-
tractor. One example of such errors are tempo-
ral discrepancies; e.g., a person who used to be a
〈player-1〉may now be a 〈coach-1〉. The KB types
are also noisy, e.g., many soccer players in Yago2
are typed as 〈football player-1〉 and the United
Nations is typed as a 〈nation-1〉.

Finally, the type selection phase of FINET in-
troduced mistakes (i.e., even when the correct type
was a candidate, type selection failed to select it).
This is especially visible in the verb-based extrac-
tor, which may produce a large number of candi-
dates and thus makes type selection difficult.

Hyena mainly suffered from the general prob-
lems of supervised systems. For instance, since
〈graduate-1〉 or 〈region-1〉 are highly frequent in
the KB, many persons (locations) were incorrectly
typed as 〈graduate-1〉 (〈region-1〉). Errors in the
KB also propagate in supervised system, which
may lead to “contradictory” types (i.e., an entity
being typed as both 〈person-1〉 and 〈location-1〉).
5 Related Work

The NET problem is related to taxonomy induc-
tion (Snow et al., 2006; Wu et al., 2012; Shi et
al., 2010; Velardi et al., 2013) and KB construc-
tion (Lee et al., 2013; Paulheim and Bizer, 2014;
Mitchell et al., 2015), although the goals are dif-
ferent. Taxonomy induction aims to produce or
extend a taxonomy of types, whereas KB con-
struction methods aim to find new types for the
entities present in a KB. In both cases, this is done
by reasoning over a large corpus. In contrast, we
are interested in typing each named entity mention

individually using an existing type system. FI-
NET draws from ideas used in taxonomy induc-
tion or KB construction. Existing systems are ei-
ther based on patterns or the distributional hypoth-
esis; these two approaches are discussed and com-
pared in (Shi et al., 2010). In FINET, we make
use of patterns (such as the ones of Hearst (1992))
in most of our extractors and of the distributional
hypothesis in our corpus-based extractor.

Yahya et al. (2014) developed a semi-
supervised method to extract facts such as “presi-
dent”(“Barack Obama”, “US”), in which the rela-
tion acts as a type. FINET differs in that it supports
implicit types and produces disambiguated types.

A number of NET systems have been proposed
which make use of a predefined type hierarchy.
Lin et al. (2012) proposes a semi-supervised sys-
tem that uses relational patterns to propagate type
information from a KB to entity mentions. Sim-
ilarly, the subsequent Pearl system (Nakashole et
al., 2013) is based on a corpus of typed relation
patterns. An alternative approach is taken by su-
pervised methods, which train classifiers based on
linguistic features (Fleischman and Hovy, 2002;
Rahman and Ng, 2010; Ling and Weld, 2012).
Both Yosef et al. (2013) and Ling and Weld (2012)
use Wikipedia and a KB to generate automatic
training data. FINET is less reliant on a KB or
training data than the above methods, which im-
proves both precision (no bias against KB types)
and recall (more fine-grained types supported).

Our type selection phase is based on
WSD (Navigli, 2012), a classification task
where words or phrases are disambiguated against
senses from some external resource such as
WordNet. Supervised WSD systems (Dang and
Palmer, 2005; Dligach and Palmer, 2008; Chen
and Palmer, 2009; Zhong and Ng, 2010) use a
classifier to assign such senses, mostly relying on
manually annotated data. KB methods (Agirre
and Soroa, 2009; Ponzetto and Navigli, 2010;
Miller et al., 2012; Agirre et al., 2014; Del Corro
et al., 2014) use of a background KB instead.

6 Conclusion

We presented FINET, a system for fine-grained
typing of named entities in context. FINET gener-
ates candidates using multiple extractors, ranging
from explicitly mentioned to implicit types, and
subsequently selects the most appropriate. Our ex-
perimental study indicates that FINET has signifi-
cantly better performance than previous methods.
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